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EDITORIAL

One of the duties of an editor is to write editorials, an unending quest for a theme. I must confess
that on this occasion no subject sprang readily to mind and in a search for an idea I turned to an
event of importance to me. Since the last editorial I have formally retired from my life-long
employment in university research and teaching. An occupation which has enabled me to pursue
things that interested me; a profession described by my family as one long holiday. The popular
dream of retirement of pursuing one's hobbies, with the removal of the work-a-day pressure on
time, loams ahead. Somehow the hobby of philately (simplified to 'stamp collecting' to assist
discussion with non-philatelic friends and colleagues) has an unfortunate image. Remarks that
centre on phrases like ' ... I can now devote more time to my stamp collection', are either greeted as
ajoke or, perhaps worse, as indicating premature senility!

This major problem is illustrated by reference to dictionaries of famous quotations. The two most
widely listed under 'stamps' are from Lord Rutherford (a Nobel laureate in science) who opined in
that '... all science is either physics or stamp collecting' and Sir Harold Nicholson (a doyen of the
British civil service) who described the reign of King George V as '... for seventeen years he did
nothing but kill animals and stick in stamps'. It serves Rutherford right that it is for this quotation
that he has been remembered rather than for the citation of his Nobel prize. Nicholson's comment
on his monarch comes close to treason and denigrates the memory of the most royal of all stamp
collectors.

Lest these views of New Zealand and British writers are seen as unrepresentative of the Lucky
Country we should not forget Premier Brian Burke who embezzled campaign funds to add to his or
was it the Labor party's, investment in Australian Commonwealth stamps. He even took his albums
~nto Parliament to fill in the more boring moments! In this case I had a small, but personal,
ll1vo~vement. I~ 1987 I assisted with setting up Cup-pex in Perth, my role was as the guardian of the
magrc and unqiue Allen key (in the true sense in that there was only one!) that secured each and
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every exhibition frame. My biggest moment was to secure the frame containing the world's most
expensive stamp, the lc British Guiana, which was accompanied by its own personal security
guard. This moment was captured by the local television station, which featured Premier Burke, the
world's rarest stamp and me! It is with sense of disappointment and embarrassment that I have seen
this footage repeatedly replayed on national television to accompany the trial and sentencing of the
ex-Premier!

With such poor public publicity it is not surprising that devotion to philately in retirement is treated
with such disbelief. On the positive side, our hobby has the advantage that it can be satisfactorily
pursued as age and accumulated experience increases. Ed Druce has, on several occasion, pointed
out that Australian philately has a better record in international competition than the majority of
Australian sports - cricket is an exception as would be expected of the most noble of all sports.
Even with the growth of veteran games and competitions, philately offers probably the best
opportunity of all for retirees to earn a 'gold' in competition with the rest of the world, long after
one's chance of winning a medal in, say, synchronised swimming have dimmed. For those who do
not compete there is the opportunity, especially in Canberra, to closet oneself in the National
Archives or National Library and write the definitive article or monograph on a hitherto
unresearched philatelic niche. For too long, organised philately has been besotted with how to
encourage youngsters to collect; the real need is to turn our attention to foster grey power. It is
interesting to reflect on the finance and assistance that governments have been prepared to devote to
the Australian Institute of Sport, in the search for more medals for the young, to awards for writers
of bizarre fiction and the continued support of Australian Post with free publications for the junior
collector. As grey philatelic power grows, in numbers and influence, it could be expected that these
gross imbalances will change. What the nation really needs is a economic recovery led by senior
philatelists - the current government should reflect that it is difficult to find a more market oriented
pastime than philately. Will Australia Post continue its theme of Living Legends with a
commemorative series depicting Australian Philatelists? It was of course, permissible to start the
trend with the Don but when are we going to see the President of the APF so honoured?

I commend these ideas to the Australian Philatelic Federation and note that the current number of
Stamp Collecting, in reviewing the Great Stamp Referendum, points out that three quarters of the
responses were from those over 45 years of age. I also note in the Australian Senior Citizen
(indispensable reading for retirees) that there is an advert headed 'Stamp collecting lessons at home
and travel the world free' which offers (for $35.00) 'ten copies per year of a friendly, personally
written stamp program which will build into a professional course'. This highlights the need for the
APF to an additional executive position to match that of youth officer.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410,

Dubbo, NSW, 2830, Australia

Only one stamp magazine provides
the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp N:~R~~
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AN INTRODUCTION TO POLAR PHILATELY

The Society of Polar Philatelists

The Society of Polar Philatelists, Australian-based, was founded in 1974 to promote polar phila~ely,
it is affiliated with the Philatelic Council of New South Wales and i.s a ~hapter of the Amencan
Society of Polar Philatelists. The Society publishes a journal, Penguin VIews, e.ach ~anuar~, May
and September, the May 1996 edition was number 28. The displa~ to the PhIlateh~ SO~Iety of
Canberra, on 6 June 1996, was provided by members. of the SocIe~y of Polar Philatelists and
comprised five different one-frame exhibits with a vanety of antarctic themes. Thre~ members,
Peter Brigden, Kevin and Kim Dwyer, attended and the first two introduced the displays and
provided a background to antarctic philately.

The displays were:
French Antarctica (20 sheets) - Peter Brigden
Flights to Antarctica (15 sheets) - John Keleher
Russian Antarctica (15 sheets) - John Elias
Australian Antarctica (15 sheets) - Graham Englefield
Australian Antarctica and social philately (15 sheets) - Kevin Dwyer

The display was especially timely as, for the first time, a national exhibiting class devoted to polar
philately will be available at the Newcastle Bicentenary Stampshow 97, July 4 - 6. In keeping with
convention, this new class will be on an experimental basis. Kevin Dwyer outlined the background
to the innovation.

In the past, the problem for polar philatelists has been that their material does not readily adjust to
the requirements of the established exhibiting classes. In large part this is because the antarctic has
no permanent population and the temporary residents, especially those that over-winter, are limited
to explorers and the staff of scientific bases. The former only commenced in the early part of the
century and the latter are a post-World War II development. It is also important to stress that many
of the countries maintain scientific bases in order to press claims in international law to a share of
the southern continent. This, combined with a keen philatelic market, led many of the antarctic
'colonisers' to issue separate series of stamps, examples are Britain, France and Australia. The
number of resident users of the stamps and postal services are minute. Together these factors
severely limit the opportunity for polar philatelists to exhibit in the established classes of postal
history or traditional philately. For the former the time span is too short and there is little scope for
any comprehensive study of 'routes and rates'. Traditional displays are hampered because of the
modem origin of the stamp issues and the clear philatelic nature of the bulk of the mail which is
frequently processed and postmarked in the home country, thousands of kilometres distant from
Antarctica. Australia Post is an example of this, initially all philatelic mail was sent to Antarctica
where theyostmarks we.re applied but such philatelic integrity was abandoned many years ago. It is
worth notmg a short article by Kevin Dwyer in Penguin Views for May 1996 which quotes for the
Melbourne Herald of 1 June 1958:

As the postmasters and the postmarks will travel in the same ship, the Antarctic ritual could
easily be dispended with by marking the envelopes here [in Australia] and no one need by
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any the wiser. But if you hinted at such a solution at the PMG Department's Philatelic
Bureau, they'd look at you with profound reproach.

Thus polar philatelists were reluctant to enter their material into competitive displays, those who
were more determined rarely achieved awards above that of silver-bronze. The introduction of the a
class for social philately slightly widened the horizons for dedicated exhibitors. It is pertinent to
note that Kevin Dwyer achieved a vermeil award for this social philately entry, Significant and
interesting events in the history of the Australian Antarctic Territory, at Canberra Stampshow 96.
However, only a specific class for polar philately will allow collectors to display their material to
its full advantage, enable it be judged in comparison with exhibits of a similar nature and with a set
of judging rules chosen to match the content. Such a new class is unlikely to find full acceptance by
more conservative philatelists but such traditionalists would do well to remember that the relation
of polar philately to the core exhibiting classes is very similar to that ofaerophilately.

Examples from the display by Kevin Dwyer, described below, demonstrate the types of material
that can be included in displays of polar philately.

The pioneers of Australian scientific exploration
The first Australian expedition to Australia left Hobart on 2 December 1911 aboard the S.Y.
Aurora. The leader was Douglas Mawson (later to be knighted). However, many years before
Griffith Taylor, then a young geologist, was a member of the 1910 Scott Expedition. Subsequently
Taylor was to become a distinguished academic, first as a geologist and later as a profesor of
geography. His forthright views on the inability of Australia to support the large populations
suggested by many contemprary commentators in the 19xx led to his departure for Canada. The
postcard in Figure 1 is a philatelic gem that links Taylor, likely the first Australian to set foot on
mainland Antarctica, to Mawson the Father of Australian scientific exploration on the southern
continent.
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Figure 1 A postcard addressed to Mawson from Griffith Taylor, dated August 1902
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The card is addressed to 'D. Mawson Esq.', then a 20-year old student at the University of Sydney.
At that time the University did not offer a separate degree in geology, thus the card was addressed
to the Chemistry Laboraties. The message is an invitation to young Mawson to join Griffith Taylor
on a local geology field excursion - particularly pertinent is the reminder to bring his [geological]
hammer! Mawson was later to become Professor of Geology at the University of Adelaide.

Serendipity is often the key to successful philately and the post card was purchased from an
exchange book at the meeting of the Philatelic of Society of Canberra, at a very modest price, by a
member who realised its signfiicance.

The Australian Antarctic Expedition (AAE) 1911 - 1914
The expedition was issued with two cancellors, 'Posted in Antarctica' and 'Posted at Macquarie
Island', see Figure 2a. These had official status and additional cancellation at Hobart (the port from
which the expedition vessels sailed and returned) was not required. However, many of the stamps
on the mail from the expedition were not cancelled and a Hobrart cancellor was then used on
arrival. The example is Figure 2b has only the expedition cancellation, it was returned from
Macquarie Island on board the supply vessel the S.S. Toroa. The severity of the weather, the
tradegic deaths of members of the expedition and the miraculous survival of Mawson rank with the
deaths of Scott and his colleagues as among the legends of polar exploration.
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Figure 2a AAE 'Posted in Antarctica' cancellor and postmark for Hobart March 1912
Figure 2b AAE 'Posted at Macquarie Island' used as cancellor, returned to mainland on SS Toroa
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The British, Australian, New Zealand Expedition (BANZ) 1931.
There were two BANZexpeditions in 1929 - 30 and 1930 - 31, these were jointly funded by Britain,
Australia and New Zealand and were led by Douglas Mawson. The expedition vessel on both
occasions was the S.Y. Discovery. Figure 3a shows the official stationery used by the expedition
and is signed by Mawson. A special BANZ cachet was available to the second of the expeditions,
this was too was approved by the postal authorities and no other pstmarking was necessary. Figure
3b illustrates the use of the BANZ cancellor.

THE BRITISH,AuSTRALlAN, NEW ZEALAND

ANTARCTiC RESEARCH EXPEDITION OF 1929-30.

s. Y. "0 ISCOVER;V:'

....:..r. 11..L~ -v-.: c.....~J.... .,..•.... '"

Vie.

I

Figure 3a Official BANZ expedition stationery, signed by Douglas Mawson
Figure 3b The BANZ Australian Research Expedition cancellor, approved for use as postmark

Australian Antarctica - the first Post Offices
The first Antarctic Australian Research Expedition ANARE) was in 1947 and led to the
establishment of the first Australian Antarctic post office on Heard Island. This opened on
Christmas Day 1947 and Figure 4 is a first day postmark. The cover also has an 'HMAS Ships'
cancel from LST 3501, aconverted naval landing ship tank (LST) which provied transport for the
expedition. The postal rate was 5 1I2dm which represents 5d for the letter plus 1/2d war tax.
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The second post office was on Macquarie Island and, like Heard Island,' was ?p~ned by t~e
expedition leader, Group Captain Stuart Campbell on 7 March 1948: An example .IS lllustra~ed 1~

Fugure 5, the 3d rate is the for free surface mail to and within Australia plus 3d for mbound airmail
although the cover was carried to Hobart on LST 3501.
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Figure 4 First day cancel for Heard Island post office, Christmas Day 1947
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Figure 5 First day cancel for Macquarie Island post office, March 7 1

These examples illustrate aspects of both social philately and postal history aspects of polar
philately and demonsrtae that their is ample scope beyond the collection of manufactured first day
covers. Similar material can be replicated from other many other nations that have traditionally
been associated with Arctic and Antarctic exploration, scientific endeavour and political aspiration,
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STUDY OF A BLOCK OF KING GEORGE V
PENNY GREEN STAMPS - PRINTED DECEMBER 1934

John Mullin

The block consists of 50 stamps of which there are 30 from pane 1, to the left,. and 20 from pane 2.
The part panes are separated by a gutter. The watermark is Commonwealth of Australia (C of A)
and the block is perforated W over A. The block is illustrated on the facing page at actual size, the
top margin has been removed. There is a major perforation separation where the block has been
folded horizontally and the remaining attachment is re-inforced by a part hinge and there are two
part hinges at the ends of the separation. The numbering of the stamps in the two panes, together
with listed and constant varieties are given in the Tables on pages 42 and 43. The varieties are also
classified according to the notation used in the ACSC and BSAP check lists.

Listed varieties
There are 8 of these, namely:

1 -6. Dents or notches in the bottom frame of the six middle stamps in the left vertical row
of pane 1, ie. stamps 1/16, 1/22, 1128, 1134, 1140and 1140 [ACSC 82(I)d]
7. a line in front of the roo's nose in the second stamp from the top of the outer row of pane
2, ie. stamp 2/8.
8. The sans serif imprint block.

Listed varieties are indicated by dark shading in the illustration that shows stamp numbering on
p.42.

Constant varieties
Thirty seven of the remaining stamps have constant varieties, these are indicated by light shading
on p.42. The most interesting of these is a merged die 2 flaw, ie. a slight thickening of the white
border to the bottom right of the left value tablet, in all left gutter or margin units of pane 2. The
recumbent die 2 varieties, associated with earlier printings, in the adjacent row have been
retouched.

Th marginal stamp 49, in pane 2, is listed as having a merged die 2 variety. This statement is
strangely qualified by the comment that this is the only stamp in the left margin of pane 2 in which
the stamp is not detectable.

Stamps without varieties
There are only six of these. All are in pane 1 and are not shaded.

Stamps without flaws
Flaws may be defined as errors which are inconsistent. There are seven stamps in pane 1 and four in
pane 2 which have flaws. These are tabulated separately in the Tables as 'unrecorded flaws'.

Printing
The composite flaws of dents or notched in the six listed varieties in pane 1date the block as being
part of a sheet printed in December 1934, details are given in tabulated form on p.44.
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DETAILS OF VARIETIES

PANE 1 PANE 2Gutter

Stamp numberStamp number

ety

ACSC recorded variety

Note: A full pane is numbered 1 to 60 ie 10 rows of 6
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DETAILS OF VARIETIES

# - Unrecorded flaws (see below)

There are notches in the bottom frame 6, 8.5 & 11.5 mm from the ht corner.
"NY" of enn ined and BRC of this N almost ointed

UNRECORDED FLAWS

There is a small nick in the ht frame 2mm above the bottom corner.
The white border under the left value tablet has a deep inverted "V".

Break in white border under first "N" of penny and two smaller ones under "N"
of one.

Coloured dashes outside right frame vary from that recorded in 1c ie
9,11 & 15.5 mm

Coloured dot of the to left corner of the crown
Coloured dot off the top right corner and a series of joined dashes off the left

frame
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PANE 1

Stamp Number Printing Date(s)

16 Late 1934

22 December 1934

28 Late 1934

34 1934 to 1935

40 1934 to 1935

46 December 1934

WIA Official Punctures
When the Commonwealth ceased producing official stamps (punctured OS) in 1933, the West
Australian Government resumed puncturing using the WIA pattern. A puncturing machine which
had been previously used by T.C.Thompson of Manchester was adapted with an electric drive and
used 12 dies in a horizontal arrangement in two groups of six separated by the gutter sheet, the
format is shown below:

WWWWWW WWWWWW
AAAAAAA AAAAAAA

Three sheets were punctured simultaneously without folding. Sheets without the central gutter were
folded vertically and then punctured using half the puncturing dies. The result was six rows
punctured from the front and six from the back. Varieties arise from missing pins on some stamps.

The variations in the vertical positions of the WIA indicate that the sheets were fed through
manually. in stamps 22, 23, and 24 of pane 1, the W/A has been misplaced upwards to such an
extent that the top perforations of the 'W' are outside the frame and intermingle with the
perforations between these stamps and those above.

Three stamps have the same puncture missing in the 'W'. This is not one of the listed varieties and
may have been as a result of a short pin not fully penetrating the paper. The affected stamps are
vertically adjacent in the outer row of pane 2, ie. nos. 20,26,32 and 38.

A closer inspection reveals some minor varieties in pin positions in the letters. The most obvious of
these is in the relative positions of the four pins across the second lowest row within the letter' W'.
Other smaller differences are in the length of the legs of the 'A'. These variations are readily
apparent en mass but not for single stamps. To use the information form this block to plate single
stamps would not be easy due to the difficulty in obtaining measurements accurate enough for the
purpose.

References
Brusden and White (1994). The Australian Commonwealth specialists I catalogue K.George V

ACSC
BSAP (1987). King George V 1d surface printed check list of varieties, British Society Australian

Philately. 2nd edition.
Anderson, D.W. (1987). Australian official perfins. Sydney.

The author would like to thank Derek Brennan and John Mathews for their advice.
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AN INTRIGUING TELEGRAM COVER FROM VICTORIA

Hans Karman

At the Melbourne Exhibition I noticed a foreign telegram cover in a social philately display, The
Telegraph and Post Office by E.J.Gundersen. The front and reverse of the cover are illustrated
Figure 1, the frank stamp is clearly visible, but it is peculiar in that it is a cut-out pasted onto the
cover and then cancelled. Unfortunately the limitations of reproduction are such that this is not
clearly shown in the illustration. Why a cut-out? And why the manuscript Augsburg inscription on
the reverse on a Victorian Post Office envelope? It doesn't make sense.

During the 1880s the Post Office used two types of foreign telegram envelopes, and I have a sample
of both in my collection. One of these, illustrated in Figure 2, is like the exhibited cover, but
probably from an earlier printing. Note that the text at the top right says that 20,000 were printed,
and also that the word 'be' was omitted from the text at the left. The back of this cover is quite
plain, there is NO 'belted crown' embossed on the reverse. Note also that there is NO printed frank
stamp and the entire printing is in black ink.
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Figure 1 Front of the foreign telegram envelope with cut out frank stamp and part of the reverse.

The other type, shown in Figure 3, is printed entirely in blue. In has a Postmaster-General frank
stamp printed on the envelope and the date is still '188'. The lettering to the left has narrower letters
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but more space between the words. My copy is dated Oc 9, 1883 at the Telegraph Branch in
Melbourne. It is the only copy on record, a similar one but with a '189' date is known. Like the
cover in Figure 1 it has a 'belted crown' embossed on the flap.

LEGRAM.
-'.:.

~ . '. .

...; ~~
Figure 2 A foreign telegram cover without a frank stamp, printed in black

and without embossing on the reverse

Why was a frank stamp needed at all? It is unclear - telegrams within 1 112miles of the Telegraph
Office were delivered free to any recipient. All three samples have addresses that are at or near the
city centre and would have been within the free delivery zone. The foreign telegram is addressed to
Henderson at a Bank and was not therefore entitled to a frank stamp. The unfranked foreign
telegram would have been entitled to a frank stamps (the police were a part of the Chief Secretary's
Department) but did not receive one.

Now to the exhibited cover shown in Figure 1.

First - was a frank stamp needed? It is not clear, delivery to the Melbourne Post Office of this
foreign telegram (apparently from Augsburg in Germany) would have been free. If the addressee
(Sletter?) was a post office employee, the frank stamp would be legitimate if the contents were
official. If the addressee was a 'Post Restante' traveller, the frank stamp is wrong. Why go the
trouble of attaching a frank stamp cut from another envelope? The requirement to account for every
frank stamped enevelope was abolished on 2 April 1875. Before that date spoiled envelopes had to
be accounted and it was easier to cut out the frank stamp and re-use it to balance the books. But in
1890 the easy way would have been to discard the spoiled envelope. Was there a shortage of the
foreign telegram envelopes with printed frank stamps? If so, why not just another envelope? One
could conjecture that a collector at the Post Office created the cover, it is very neatly written, the
double cancellation is unusual and both are neatly upright. This is not to say that such usage would
have been improper.
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The reverse shows 'Augsburg' in manuscript. This was certainly not an official cancellation. If it
has significance, it is most likely the origin of the foreign telegram originally inside the cover. The
albino embossed 'crown with buckled belt' is visible .

•.... . , .• : •••.••• ..;,.;........ •..... :::;.;.;.:.;: .. ;-:: .. _;;,;.: .. : ... :.- ..;jjijIiIIj;x_.:-

mFigiir~3Fiinked f~;~'Ig~t~I~gram cover, printed entirely in blue
and with embossing on the reverse

Without any other evidence the cover remains an enigma. The description on the exhibition sheet
needs to be corrected - there is no evidence that this cover ever left Melbourne and it is highly
unlikely that it was sent from Germany. The facts that can be attached to the cover without question
are:

The contents were very likely a telegram transmitted from Augsburg and received at the Melbourne
Telegraph Office. It was then sent registered to the Melbourne Post Office and for reasons that are
unknown a cut-out frank stamp was added. The use of a frank stamp cut-out is unusual and
unexplained. The envelope is the later of the two known types produced in the 1880s and is not
common.

ADDITIONS TO THE LISTOF LIVING AUSTRALIAN ON AUSTRALAN STAMPS
Correspondence to the editor is not common, but a letter was received from Richard Peck which
added to the list of the portrayal of non-royal living persons on Australian postage stamps which
was discussed in the editorial of Capital Philately for February 1997-(no.2, vo1.15).

These include:
1. The AIF design which was based on living persons.
2. The 8 1I2d and 2/6 'One Pound Jimmy stamps'. Jimmy was very much alive when the stamps
were issued.
3. Several issues of the 1960s, ego girl guide, Australian Inland Mission.
4. The 1974 sports series were based on living persons, one a relative of a senior post office oftical.
5. Later issues such as that for the Salvation Army in 1980.
6. Crowd scenes such as depicted on the Queen's Birthday issue of 1986, these were based on
contemporary photographs.
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LIBRARY REVIEW

WESTERN A USTRALIA: THE FORCES, PRISONER OF WAR AND CENSOR MAIL
By Bruce Haynes and Brian Pope

The Western Australian Study Group (WASG) has, since 1974, researched, written and published
handbooks and a series of monographs on all aspects of the philately of their State. Together with
the !,'TOUp'Squarterly publication the Black Swan, these give a comprehensive and detailed account
yet to be matched by any of the other Australian States. The most recent of these publications deals
with all aspects of mail associated with periods of war and military action. Western Australia is not
notable either for its direct involvement in belligerent military activity or by indirect association as
a base for armed forces or even for extensive transit facilities. It is therefore a tribute to the authors
that the monograph comprises 850 pages with several hundred illustrations of covers, postmarks
and the like. Some 200 pages are concerned with appendices, for instance separate listings for all
warships and transports entering the ports of Albany and Fremantle in the period 1826 - 1946.

The book is divided into seventeen chapters. These include separate chapters for military, naval, air
force and sea transport mail and for prisoner of war mail. A chapter is also devoted to Christmas
Island and the Cocos (Keeling) Islands both of which are currently linked by their postal codes to
the postal system of Western Australia. The account of military related postal stationery will appeal
to a further group of philatelists, especially the 'free' mail associated with the volunteer units of
which the cards that give notice of parades form a fascinating sub-set.

Chapter 2 is entitled Overseas Contingents 1897 - 1902. The first section, although devoid of
known mail, describes the contingent of 32 men despatched to London for the Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Victoria in June 1897. All are listed by name together with an account of the unfortunate
death of Private Sneller who was' ... killed by a large block falling from the rigging of the ship'. He
was accorded the distinction of a military funeral and the claim to be the first overseas casualty
from Western Australia. For the Boer War, 1899 -1902, an appendix lists all 1230 men (and 10
female nurses) sent out in nine contingents. There is also a check list to the fifty or so Boer War
mail items, to and from Western Australia, known to the WASG. This attention to detail is matched
in the other chapters.

The advertising for the monograph emphasises the usefulness of much of the information for
comparable mail at the national level. This claim is fully justified and the detail on postal
regulations under war-time conditions forms a source most of which is relevant to Australian postal
history as a whole. Above all the book is remarkably readable, the authors are to be congratulated
in presenting the results of such excellent primary research in a manner that avoids a mere
catalogue of events and postal markings. From the introduction to the index, it is an example of
first class philatelic scholarship and presentation. Bruce Haynes and Brian Pope and the Western
Australian Study Group deserve the highest praise.

The book is available to members in the Society's library. Copies can be purchased from WASG,
PO Box 423, Claremont, WA 6910. The price is $95.00 plus $8.00 for postage and packing, Visa
and Mastercard are accepted.

Dingle Smith
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YOUR FA VOURITE DEALER

Write, phone or fax for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists:

1. Australia and Territories
2. Australian States

3. New Zealand and Territories

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories, you can order them by providing
us with two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We will be at the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows, June 8, July 13 and August 10.

We also service wants lists and provide professional insurance valuations. we buy and sell
quality stamps and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, cheques money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give is a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 Avalon Beach. NSW 2107
Phone: 02 99745707 Fax: 02 99741177

AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
IPRODUCT I PRICE I QTY I VALUE I
BINDER, CASE, 10 PAGES & PROTECTORS $23.80

BINDER AND SLIP CASE ONLY Each $14.50

EXTRA PAGES & PROTECTORS per 20 $20.80

STAMPSAFE BOX Each $ 9.90

WHITE ARCHIVAL DISPLAY PAGES

PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Punched per 50 $37.00

PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Unpunched per 50 $37.00

PAGES 283mm x 216mm, Unpunched per 50 $37.00

SHEET PROTECTORS, POLYPROPYLENE

Protectors 290mm x 252mm per 50 $15.00

Protectors 290mm x 218mm per 50 $15.00

SHEET PROTECTORS, MYLAR

Top opening 290mm x 269mm per 10 $16.00

POSTAGE & PACKING' PER KILO $ 6.00

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

All orders to: ARCHIVAL PRODUaS
AUSTRALIAN PHILATEliC FEDERATION
P.O. BOX 208, TORRENS PARK SA 5062
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